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ABSTRACT
Radio interferometric gain calibration can be biased by incomplete sky models and
radio frequency interference, resulting in calibration artefacts that can restrict the dy-
namic range of the resulting images. It has been suggested that calibration algorithms
employing heavy-tailed likelihood functions are less susceptible to this due to their
robustness against outliers in the data. We present an algorithm based on a Student’s
t-distribution which leverages the framework of complex optimisation and Wirtinger
calculus for efficient and robust interferometric gain calibration. We integrate this al-
gorithm as an option in the newly released calibration software package, CubiCal. We
demonstrate that the algorithm can mitigate some of the biases introduced by incom-
plete sky models and radio frequency interference by applying it to both simulated
and real data. Our results show significant improvements compared to a conventional
least-squares solver which assumes a Gaussian likelihood function. Furthermore, we
provide some insight into why the algorithm outperforms the conventional solver, and
discuss specific scenarios (for both direction-independent and direction-dependent self-
calibration) where this is expected to be the case.

Key words: Instrumentation: interferometers – Methods: analytical – Methods: nu-
merical – Techniques: interferometric

1 INTRODUCTION

Calibration in radio interferometry is the data processing
step during which unwanted propagation effects (e.g. iono-
spheric and tropospheric phase screens or complex antenna
gain patterns) are estimated and removed from the data
(known as visibilities). Since the visibilities and the various
propagation effects are complex valued – conventional opti-
misation theory deals with real functions of real arguments –
calibration is usually performed by splitting these quantities
into their real and imaginary parts1. Recent developments
in the field of complex optimisation, particularly the ap-
plication of Wirtinger calculus (see Kreutz-Delgado (2009);
Sorber et al. (2012)), have made it possible to circumvent
the need to split the data, and instead treat calibration as a
complex optimisation problem. As shown in Tasse (2014a)
and Smirnov & Tasse (2015), a complex formulation of radio
interferometric (RI) calibration exploiting Wirtinger calcu-

? E-mail: mulricharmel@gmail.com (UMS)
1 This transformation is motivated by the fact that calibration
aims at minimising a real valued objective function of complex

variables which is not holomorphic.

lus bypasses the need to split the data and exposes prop-
erties which yield algorithmic advantages. Specifically, by
careful ordering of the data, the Hessian of the optimisation
problem can be adequately approximated by its diagonal,
leading to significant algorithmic speed-ups. Grobler et al.
(2018) and Kenyon et al. (2018) show implementations of
calibration algorithms based on these developments.

Since astrophysical signals of interest are typically very
weak, the inevitable presence of radio frequency interference
(RFI) introduces a significant challenge. RFI comes in many
flavours, and it can be orders of magnitude brighter than the
signals of interest, but (very fortunately for radio astron-
omy) it is often localised in time and frequency. The effects
of strong RFI can usually be mitigated by rigorous data flag-
ging (see Offringa et al. (2012) for example). The presence of
weak or low-level RFI is actually more troublesome since it
is more difficult to separate from the signal of interest. This
is especially true for data processing pipelines which rely on
automated data flagging algorithms that might require fine
tuning to ensure that the signal has been accurately sepa-
rated from the RFI. Sometimes, it is even necessary to resort
to manual checking of the data. As a result, the removal of
low-level RFI can quickly become a bottleneck for data pro-
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cessing pipelines. Fortunately, the impact of low level RFI on
the calibration solutions can be reduced by using a suitable
formulation of the calibration problem. From a statistical
point of view, the presence of low level RFI is nothing more
than outliers in the data, so its effects can be mitigated by
using inference techniques which are robust against outliers.

Another potential source of bias is the incompleteness of
sky models during calibration. Adopting the terminology of
Noordam & Smirnov (2010), the process of first-generation
calibration (1GC) solves for direction-independent effects
(DIEs) using a “known” (relatively strong and isolated) cali-
brator source, and interpolates these solutions onto the vis-
ibilities of the target field. The resulting sky image is neces-
sarily inaccurate (to a degree that is dependent on observing
regime, instrumental stability, distance from the calibrator
source, and/or the presence of direction-dependent effects,
or DDEs), but it can usually be improved upon via the pro-
cess of 2GC, or selfcal (Cornwell & Wilkinson 1981), which
iterates between imaging and calibration, starting with the
initial 1GC-derived model. This can be followed by 3GC,
which solves for the DDEs. The limited accuracy of the ini-
tial 1GC-derived image, as well as limitations of deconvolu-
tion algorithms, means that only the brighter features of the
initial image can be confidently taken to correspond to real
emission, since lower-level features are increasingly likely to
be contaminated by calibration artefacts. If such an image is
used in a subsequent round of selfcal, these artefacts can be
“frozen” into the resulting calibration solutions, and result
in an non-physical map of the sky. Choosing the lesser of the
two evils, we can start the 2GC process by including only the
brighter sources in the calibration sky models, with subse-
quent iterations incorporating deeper models. However, the
presence of fainter, unmodelled sources at each iteration can
also result in calibration artefacts, which include the forma-
tion of ghost sources and suppression of real flux (see e.g.
Grobler et al. (2014), Wijnholds et al. (2016) and Grobler
et al. (2016)). We note that while 2GC is particularly sus-
ceptible to this problem, 1GC can also be affected, since our
models for the calibrator sources are not perfect and the
newer telescopes may begin to resolve calibrator sources.

Mitigating these effects starts with understanding how
the unmodelled sources affect the data or, more specifically,
the residuals. As discussed in Section 4.1, a realistic unmod-
elled point source distribution results in a perceived increase
in the overall noise level but doesn’t alter the Gaussian shape
profile of the noise distribution. The impact of unmodelled
diffuse emission on the residuals is more subtle since it will
affect different baselines in very different ways. In particu-
lar, it is likely that the bias introduced by unmodelled dif-
fuse sources depends strongly on the interplay between the
solution intervals chosen during calibration and the power
spectrum of the unmodelled diffuse flux. This will be investi-
gated further in future work. In what follows we will restrict
the discussion to unmodelled point sources and show that
their impact on the calibration solutions can be minimised
by using inference techniques which discourage over-fitting.

Traditional calibration algorithms employ non-linear
least squares (NLLS) algorithms such as the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) or Gauss-Newton (GN) (see Madsen et al.
(2004)) which attempt to maximise a Gaussian likelihood
function. However, since the presence of the outliers causes
the data to deviate from the assumed Gaussian likelihood

function, this is suboptimal. Such a straightforward maxi-
mum likelihood approach is also prone to over-fitting. Both
these limitations have already been addressed in the litera-
ture (see Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013) and Ollier et al. (2017)
for example) by using likelihood functions which are more
robust against outliers and by imposing certain regularis-
ing constraints (e.g. smoothness in frequency). Most (if not
all) of these approaches rely on splitting the data into its
real and imaginary parts. We do note the existence of few
non-GN/LM-based robust calibration algorithms. These in-
clude, for example, the first robust calibration algorithm by
Schwab (1981) using an iterative relaxation method and l1
regularisation, trust-region methods (Yatawatta 2013) and
quasi-Newton methods (Yatawatta et al. 2019).

In what follows we formulate the calibration problem
as a complex valued iteratively re-weighted NLLS optimi-
sation algorithm (the full details of which are given in Ap-
pendix A). We illustrate that our approach automatically
identifies and down-weights outliers in the data and is less
prone to over-fitting (and hence flux suppression). Our im-
plementation is based on the complex optimization formu-
lation of Tasse (2014a) and Smirnov & Tasse (2015) and
follows Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013) in using a Student’s t-
distribution (ST) for the weight adaptation. The algorithm
is made available as part of the newly developed calibration
software package CubiCal Kenyon et al. (2018) and can cope
with fully polarised direction dependent calibration.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we
provide a brief introduction to Wirtinger calculus and
discuss how to apply it in the context of RI calibration.
The details of the new algorithm are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 describes different simulations demonstrating how
the implemented solver outperforms traditional solvers.
These simulations investigate different regimes defined by
the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and the concentration
of flux in the model visibilities. We also show that, in
some cases, the implemented solver improves on the results
from Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013) because the covariance
matrix of the residuals is estimated from the data and not
assumed to be equal to the identity matrix. In Section
5, the algorithm is applied to synthetic and real data
from the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) for
low-level RFI mitigation. Possible extensions, as well as the
limitations of the algorithm, are discussed in the conclusions.

Notations: ()T , ()∗ and ()H denote the transpose, the
complex conjugate and the complex conjugate transpose
operators respectively. The vec() operator converts a ma-
trix to vector by stacking columns, 1 represents a matrix
with all entries 1 while I is identity matrix. The superscript
˘ denotes augmented vectors/matrices formed by stacking
complex vectors/matrices with their conjugate counterparts.
The over-arrow ® superscript is used to denote vectors of
marices constructed by stacking matrices together.

2 CALIBRATION

The Radio Interferometry Measurement Equation (RIME)
(Hamaker et al. 1996; Smirnov 2011) provides an elegant
framework frequently used to model visibilities during cal-
ibration. In the RIME formalism, all distortions along the
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signal path are considered linear. Hence the model visibil-
ities are represented by a series of matrix multiplications,
each denoting a specific propagation effect. The RIME for a
discrete source distribution2 can be written as

Vpq = Qp

(∑
d

EpdKpdBpqdKH
qdEH

qd

)
QH
q , (2.1)

where Vpq is the visibility measured between antennas p
and q, Bpqd is the assumed sky brightness matrix from the
direction d, Qp is the DI instrumental gain of antenna p, Epd

denotes the DD gain seen by antenna p in direction d, and
Kpd is the geometric phase delay associated with antenna
p.

The measured visibilities and propagation effects in
Equation (2.1) are complex-valued. Usually, to circumvent
taking complex derivatives3, it is customary to split the data
and the various propagation effects into their real and imagi-
nary counterparts. In other words, the problem in n complex-
valued variables is replaced with a problem in 2n real-valued
variables. Current developments in the field of complex op-
timisation allow bypassing the data transform (see for ex-
ample Kreutz-Delgado (2009) and Sorber et al. (2012)) by
using Wirtinger derivatives (Wirtinger 1927). In this sec-
tion, we present the proposed calibration algorithm and the
calibration suite in which it is implemented. A more exten-
sive description of Wirtinger calculus and its applicability
for RI calibration is available in Smirnov & Tasse (2015)
and Kenyon et al. (2018).

2.1 The Wirtinger approach

Wirtinger calculus relies on treating the complex variable z
and its conjugate counterpart z∗ as independent variables.
Wirtinger derivatives are defined as

∂

∂z
=

1
2

(
∂

∂x
− i

∂

∂y

)
,

∂

∂z∗
=

1
2

(
∂

∂x
+ i

∂

∂y

)
, (2.2)

where z = x + iy,
∂z
∂z∗

= 0 and
∂z∗

∂z
= 0.

Consider the following optimisation problem

min
z
| |r(z, z∗)| |F = | |d − v(z, z∗)| |F, (2.3)

where r , d, and v are complex variables and | |.| |F is the
Frobenius norm. This problem is solved by simply extending
any NLLS algorithm such as the LM and the GN (see Mad-
sen et al. (2004)) to use Wirtinger derivatives. By treating z
and z∗ as independent variables, we construct the following
augmented vector for each of the unknown parameters

z̆ =
[
z

z∗

]
. (2.4)

Furthermore, we augment all the functions to be functions

2 This form is only accurate for point sources. For extended

sources it is usually assumed that the source is small enough so

that we can approximate the DDE as being constant across the
extent of the source.
3 Since all real-valued functions of complex variables are not nec-

essarily holomorphic.

of both variables z and z∗. Hence, we have the following for
residuals, data and model respectively

r̆ =

[
r( z̆)
r∗( z̆)

]
, d̆ =

[
d( z̆)
d∗( z̆)

]
, v̆ =

[
v( z̆)
v∗( z̆)

]
. (2.5)

Based on these definitions, the full Jacobian matrix, J, is
defined as

J =
∂ v̆

∂ z̆
=


∂v

∂ z

∂v

∂ z∗

∂v∗

∂ z

∂v∗

∂ z∗


=


Jvz Jvz∗

Jv∗z Jv∗z∗

 . (2.6)

The terms Jvz , Jvz∗ , Jv∗z and Jv∗z∗ are called partial and par-
tial conjugate Jacobians. A deeper look shows that the di-
agonally adjacent terms are element-by-element conjugates
of each other. From these definitions, the update steps for
the parameters are defined as follows for the GN and LM
algorithms

GN; δ z̆ = (JHJ)−1JH r̆, (2.7)

LM; δ z̆ = (JHJ + λD)−1JH r̆, (2.8)

where λ is the LM damping factor and D is the diagonalised
Hessian matrix, JHJ.

Radio interferometers often employ antennas with dif-
ferent feeds to measure the polarisation properties of in-
coming radio waves. Therefore, the measured visibilities and
propagation effects are generally not scalar complex vari-
ables but 2 × 2 complex variables or complex matrices. For-
tunately, this does not make the optimisation problem in-
tractable. All that is required is to vectorise the 2×2 complex
matrices and derive the update steps given above. Smirnov
& Tasse (2015) (Appendix B) defines an operator calculus
which makes the manipulation of 2 × 2 complex variables
more convenient. For 2 × 2 complex variables, Z, we define
our augmented variables analogously to the scalar case i.e.

Z̆ =

[
®Z
®Z∗

]
, R̆ =

[
®R(Z̆)
®R∗(Z̆)

]
, V̆ =

[
®V(Z̆)
®V∗(Z̆)

]
. (2.9)

For example, ®Z denotes the vector of matrices formed from
all the parameters Z. The quantities R̆ and V̆ are the aug-
mented residuals and modelled visibilities respectively, ex-
pressed as functions of 2 × 2 complex matrices. The super-
script ∗ denotes element-wise complex conjugation. The full
Jacobian matrix naturally follows as

J =
∂V̆

∂Z̆
=


∂ ®V
∂ ®Z

∂ ®V
∂ ®Z∗

∂ ®V∗

∂ ®Z
∂ ®V∗

∂ ®Z∗


. (2.10)

The derivatives that appear in Equation (2.10) are matrix
by matrix derivatives. These can be conveniently dealt with
by using the operator calculus introduced by Smirnov &
Tasse (2015) which can be consulted for further details. The
crucial result is that for any 2 × 2 matrices A, B and C, we
have

∂(ABC)
∂A

= RCRB,
∂(ABC)
∂B

= LARC,
∂(ABC)
∂C

= LALB,

(2.11)
where LA and RA are matrix operators which act on 2 ×
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2 matrices called the left and right multipliers. They are
defined such that for any 2 × 2 matrices A and B:

LAB = AB,
RAB = BA. (2.12)

The key point here is that even for 2 × 2 complex variables,
by carefully vectorising and using Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12),
we end up with the following GN and LM update steps

GN; δZ̆ = (JHJ)−1JH R̆, (2.13)

LM; δZ̆ = (JHJ + λD)−1JH R̆. (2.14)

These are similar to those for the complex scalar case and
can be implemented in an analogous way.

2.2 CubiCal overview

CubiCal (Kenyon et al. 2018) is a recently developed soft-
ware package which exploits complex optimisation. We pro-
vide a brief discussion of the software package, as our algo-
rithm has been implemented as one of its subroutines.

A common bottleneck when implementing any NLLS al-
gorithm is inverting the linearised approximation of the Hes-
sian matrix, JHJ, appearing in (2.13) and (2.14). Smirnov &
Tasse (2015) showed that, given a particular ordering of the
solvable parameters (viz. antennas, directions, and correla-
tions), this matrix is sparse in nature provided the problem
is approached using Wirtinger calculus. Consequently it can
be approximated by a diagonal matrix. CubiCal utilises this
diagonal approximation to significantly reduce the compu-
tational cost of implementing the GN or LM update rules,
albeit with slightly less accuracy. The algorithmic trade-off
is that we usually require more of these significantly cheaper
iterations to reach convergence. Kenyon (2019) shows that
this results in significant performance benefits in real-life
cases.

CubiCal’s modular structure makes implementing ad-
ditional solvers, such as those presented here, relatively
easy. In fact, all currently implemented CubiCal solvers
(i.e. phase-only solvers, amplitude and phase solvers,
parametrised slope solvers, and so on) could easily be aug-
mented with Complex Student’s t implementations. CubiCal
read visibilities in the conventional Measurement Set data
format. Model visibilities can be read from a measurement
set or computed on-the-fly from a component sky model us-
ing the Montblanc package (Perkins et al. 2015). This flex-
ibility allows CubiCal to be incorporated into various 2GC
and 3GC schemes with ease.

3 PROPER COMPLEX STUDENT’S T
CALIBRATION

This section details the implementation of the iteratively
re-weighted complex NLLS solver (henceforth the robust
solver). In particular, we give the form of the proper com-
plex Student’s t-distribution (CST) as well as the update
rules used for calibration. A full derivation is provided in
Appendix A.

3.1 Proper CST

The Student’s t-distribution (ST) is well known in the field
of optimisation for its robustness in the presence of data
containing outliers (see Lange et al. (1989) for example),
when compared with a Gaussian distribution. One way of
constructing the ST is to visualise it as a mixture of random
variables drawn from several Gaussian distributions with dif-
ferent standard deviations. We construct a CST by integrat-
ing a proper complex normal distribution over an unknown
scale parameter τ for which we prescribe a Gamma prior i.e.

CST(y |µ,Λ, v) =
∫∞

0
CN

(
y |µ, (τΛ)−1

)
Gam(τ |v, v)dτ, (3.1)

=
∫∞

0

τD |Λ|
πD

exp
(
−(y − µ)H (τΛ)(y − µ)

)
× vvτv−1 exp(−vτ)

Γ(v)
dτ (3.2)

where CN
(
y |µ, (τΛ)−1

)
is a proper complex normal distri-

bution with mean µ ∈ CD and Hermitian precision matrix
(τΛ) ∈ CD×D . Gam(τ |v, v) is a Gamma distribution in τ ∈ R+

and acts as a prior on the unknown scale parameter that we
want to marginalise over. The resulting distribution takes
the form

CST(y |µ,Λ, v) =
Γ(v + D)|Λ|
Γ(v)(vπ)D

(
1 +

∆2

v

)−v−D
. (3.3)

Since this distribution is not a member of the exponential
family, working with it directly is usually difficult. The stan-
dard way to overcome this difficulty is to utilise the Expec-
tation Maximisation (EM) algorithm (see Bishop (2006) for
example). The EM algorithm iterates between estimating
the expected value of the latent variables (missing or un-
available data) from their posterior distributions (E-step)
and maximising the complete data likelihood function (M-
step), which is generally easier to work with compared to the
marginalised likelihood. For the full maximum likelihood so-
lution, we need to solve for all the parameters of the CST
distribution (viz. the means µ, the precision matrix Λ and
the number of degrees of freedom) during this step.

For the specific problem of robust regression with a
CST, the latent variables correspond to the scale parameter
τ in Equation (3.1) whose posterior distribution is a Gamma
distribution. As we show in Appendix A, the solution can
be obtained using an iteratively re-weighted complex NLLS
algorithm in which the weights are computed as the expecta-
tion of τ under the Gamma posterior. An important aspect
of the algorithm is that it adapts the likelihood used for
calibration to the problem at hand by inferring the optimal
number of degrees of freedom v. This parameter dictates the
shape of the distribution. If the residuals are Gaussian, the
inferred v parameter will be large and we essentially recover
a Gaussian likelihood. If the residuals contain outliers, the
inferred v parameter will be small and data points which
could otherwise bias the optimisation procedure get down-
weighted and therefore do not significantly affect the cali-
bration solutions. Some further insight into this behaviour
is provided below.

MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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3.2 Robust Calibration

Consider the following form of the RIME for a field with Nd

sources

Vpqs =
Nd∑
d=1

Gps(d)Xpqs(d)GH
qs(d) + εpqs, (3.4)

where Gps is the gain for antenna p, Xpqs is the sky co-
herency in direction d, s is the corresponding time and fre-
quency index and εpqs is the noise which is assumed to be
CST distributed. Thus calibration can be performed as de-
scribed in Appendix A. Given initial values for the weights,
W, the Jones matrices, or gains, can be computed by min-
imising the following objective function

min
G
| |W

(
R̆(G,GH )

)
| |F = min

G
| |W

(
D̆ − V̆ (G,GH )

)
| |F, (3.5)

where G is the gain matrix and R̆, D̆ and V̆ are the aug-
mented residual, data and model vectors respectively. The
elements of the W matrix are updated at each iteration and
given by the the expectation values of the latent variables τi
of the CST. Explicitly, they can be written as

wpqs =
v + nc

v + RH

pqsΣ−1Rpqs

, (3.6)

where wpqs represents the weight of the 2×2 visibility matrix
between antenna p and q at time and frequency index s, nc is
the number of correlations in our data and Rpqs = vec(R̆pqs)
is the residual of the corresponding visibility. Note that Rpqs

here is a 4×1 vector and not a 2×2 matrix, as expected from
the vectorisation. Σ is the covariance matrix of the residual
visibilities and it is a 4×4 matrix we generally assume to be
diagonal. The number of correlations, nc , is important be-
cause, even though CubiCal assumes a data structure where
each visibility is a 2×2 matrix, for scalar calibration or data
with single correlations, the cross correlation terms are set
to zero. Hence, nc , which represents the dimension of a single
vectorised visibility, is effectively 4 only when all the corre-

lations are present. Note that the R
H

pqsΣ−1Rpqs term in the
denominator will have an expectation value of nc if the data
are Gaussian distributed with covariance matrix Σ.

The v-term is computed by solving the following equa-
tion

(3.7)
−ψ(v) + log(v) + 1 + ψ(v + nc) − log(v + nc)

+
1
N

∑
pq

(log(wpqs) − wpqs) = 0,

where ψ is called the digamma function (logarithmic deriva-
tive of the gamma function) and N is the total number of
visibilities. Equation (3.7) has no closed form solution and
has to be solved numerically. We find that, in practice, it
is sufficient to restrict v to be an integer and to simply do
a grid search between 2 ≤ v ≤ 50 since, as already men-
tioned, the ST is almost indistinguishable from a Gaussian
when v > 30 or so. Finally, at each iteration, the covariance
matrix Σ is computed as follows

Σ =
1
N

∑
pqs

(
RpqsRH

pqswpqs

)
, (3.8)

where N is again the total number of visibilities.
A closer look at Equation (3.6) can provide some insight

into the workings of the robust solver. Clearly, the solver as-
signs small weights to visibilities with large residuals and

large weights to visibilities with small residuals4. When the
residuals follow a Gaussian distribution with covariance Σ,
the v-term is large and all the visibilities end up having
approximately equal weights. On the other hand, for visibil-
ities containing outliers, the v-term is small and the outliers
can be effectively down-weighted. Finally, suppose that the
covariance has been under-estimated (as will be the case if
the residuals also contain a realistic unmodelled point source

distribution). In this case, the R
H

pqsΣ−1Rpqs term in the de-
nominator will be much larger than nc and these points will
be down-weighted, thus discouraging over-fitting.

3.3 Implementation details

Algorithm 1 shows the details of the new algorithm which
we have dubbed the robust solver. The robust solver imple-
mentation was greatly simplified thanks to CubiCal’s object-
oriented programming approach. CubiCal provides an ab-
stract class interface with preset attributes and functions
which need to be inherited and defined to develop any new
solver. In CubiCal terminology, we refer to this as a Gain
Machine. The new solver is invoked in CubiCal by setting
the solver’s option gain-type to robust-2x2.

Algorithm 1 : Robust Solver Algorithm

Require: Data D̆,Model V̆, Jacobian func, imax
Initialisation: Ğ0 ← 1, wpqs ← 1, v ← 2, i ← 0
while (not converged or not stalled or i ≤ imax) do

W ← Diag(wpqs) # Diagonal matrix with weights

J← Jacobian func (D̆, V̆, Ği−1)
R̆← D̆ − V̆
Σ← Update Σ using R̆, W and Eq. (3.8)
δĞ← (JHWJ)−1JHWR̆
Ğtemp ← Ği−1 + δĞ
if i mod 2 = 0 or DD calibration
then

Ği ←
1
2

(
Ğtemp + Ği−1

)
else

Ği ← Ğtemp
end if
for all baselines do

wpqs ←
v + nc

v + RH

pqsΣ−1Rpqs

end for
v ← Compute v using Eq. (3.7)
i ← i + 1

end while

The expected thermal noise level for the observation is
used to pre-whiten the data. This means that the weights
can be initialised to 1 during the first iteration. We treat
them as scalar real variables meaning all correlations have
the same weight. Furthermore, the weights are assigned per
visibility, independently of time, frequency or baseline. As
is customary in radio interferometry, the weights of flagged
data are set to zero from the start. The computation of the

4 Note the upper bound on the weights is finite and equal to
v + nc

v
.
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weights involves the residual covariance matrix, Σ, which
is not included in Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013) but just as-
sumed to be I. We do not make this assumption. Instead, we
implement two variants of the algorithm, one with Σ com-
puted using (3.8), and another where we set Σ to I. A setting
is made available to the user to decide whether or not they
want Σ to be computed during every iteration or simply set
it to I. The default behaviour of the solver is to compute Σ
as it is more consistent with our derivation of the algorithm
(see Appendix A). Furthermore, we also provide an option
to fix the number of degrees of freedom at the outset without
inferring it using (3.7).

It has been observed that averaging the gain solutions
every second iteration improves the convergence speed of
the algorithm (see Salvini & Wijnholds (2014)). Smirnov
& Tasse (2015) explains that this averaging corresponds to
alternating between the GN and LM algorithms. This is very
helpful when calibrating for DD effects as these generally
converge slowly. For the CubiCal solver, we average solutions
at every iteration for DD calibration, and at even iterations
for DI calibration.

3.4 Computational cost

The main additional operations performed by the robust
solver are the computations of the weights and the numer-
ical solution for the degrees of freedom, v. Assigning the
weights relies on computing the residual visibilities and the
covariance matrix Σ. The algorithm is implemented such
that the residuals are computed only once during every it-
eration. The residuals computed for the weight updates are
stored in memory and reused during the gain updates. For
DI calibration, the default solver does not compute residual
visibilities at every iteration. This is made possible thanks
to an observation from Tasse (2014a). For DI calibration, we
have the following RIME form

V̆ = ĞM̆ Ğ
H
, (3.9)

where M̆ corresponds to the true or modelled visibilities.
Tasse (2014a) states,

V̆ = JLG =
1
2

JĞ, (3.10)

where (·)L denotes the left half of a matrix and Ğ =

[
G

GH

]
.

Substituting Equation (3.10) in Equation (2.13), we have
the update rule for DI calibration below

δG = (JHJ)−1
U JH (D̆ − JLG) (3.11)

= (JHJ)−1
U JH D̆ −G, (3.12)

where (·)U stands for the upper half of a matrix. This implies
that

Gi = Gi−1 + δG (3.13)

= (JHJ)−1
U JH D̆. (3.14)

Hence, residuals are not required for updating the gains. In
the case of DD calibration Equation (3.10) does not hold,
and both solvers have to compute residuals at each iteration.
Fortunately, CubiCal employs various levels of parallelism,
and we script the most expensive tasks in the Cython pro-
gramming language (note that in the latest version Cython

has been replaced with Numba). These dramatically improve
the speed for generating the necessary residual visibilities.
Additionally, in CubiCal only the diagonal of the Hessian is
computed and the full Jacobian matrix is never loaded into
memory but is instead implemented as an operator.

CubiCal uses the below data structure

D̆ =



0 D12 D13 . . . D1Na

DH
12 0 D23 . . . D2Na

DH
13 DH

23 0 . . . D3Na

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

DH
1Na

DH
2Na

DH
3Na

. . . 0


, (3.15)

where Na is the number of antennas and each element is
a 2 × 2 complex matrix. Half of the data is just the conju-
gate transpose of the other half. This implies only half of
the data is required to compute the covariance matrix Σ.
Similarly, half of the weights are sufficient to solve for v.
Another optimisation strategy is to update v only after a
specific number iterations. The number of iterations after
which to recompute v is a setting which can be modified by
the user. Moreover, we restrict the search space for v by as-
suming it is an integer and performing a grid search between
2 and 505.

4 ROBUST SOLVERS AND FLUX
SUPPRESSION

This section uses simulated data to identify some regimes
in which the robust solver can be expected to improve the
results of calibration. Our main aim is to compare how much
of the unmodelled flux gets suppressed during calibration
with the different solvers. For brevity, we refer to them as
follows:

• “complex solver”: a conventional least-squares solver
employing the Wirtinger formulation (identified as “cp” in
figure legends).
• “robust solver” with covariance iteratively recomputed

(identified as “rb” in figure legends).
• “robust-I solver” for the robust solver with covariance

set to I (identified as “rb-I” in figure legends).

To aid our understanding of when the robust solver can be
expected to out-perform the traditional solver, we start with
a simple illustration of how unmodelled sources affect the
statistics of the residual visibilities.

4.1 Statistical properties of visibilities

Calibration with incomplete sky models implies that the
residuals which we attempt to minimise during the opti-
misation process (calibration) still contain the contribution
of numerous unmodelled sources. To understand how this

5 We do this by computing the function at different v integer po-

sitions and take the v position with the minimum value as the
solution. We avoid using numerical solvers as they may introduce

convergence issues or slow the solver since we only need an esti-

mate of this value.
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affects the solver (which assumes that the residuals consist
of pure noise) we simulate some data and plot a histogram
of the real and imaginary parts in Figure 1. If we consider
a field consisting of a single 1 Jy source at its centre, the
visibilities for this sky have no phase component, and all
the visibilities are equal to 1 in this case. The histogram for
these visibilities will have two peaks, one at 1 Jy for the real
part of the visibilities and the other at 0 Jy for the imagi-
nary component of the visibilities. If we move the source to
an offset position from the field centre, the visibilities now
have a phase which depends on the offset. Figure 1a is the
histogram of simulated visibilities for a 1 Jy source at an
offset position from the centre. The distribution in this case
also has two peaks, one at 1 Jy and one at -1 Jy. In between
these peaks, the distribution is almost uniform.

Figure 1b shows the histogram of the visibilities for a
field consisting of 100 sources having uniform positions and
fluxes drawn from a power law distribution (Pareto distri-
bution with α = 1) with peak flux set to 1 Jy. Clearly, the
distribution of the visibilities approaches a Gaussian. This
implies that, given a sufficiently large number of unmodelled
point sources with random positions and fluxes (as is usu-
ally the case for the fainter sources which do not end up in
the model), the distribution of residuals remains Gaussian.
Unmodelled point sources therefore tend to simply increase
the variance of the residuals above that of the thermal noise
contribution. This suggests that unmodelled sources with
a flux level below a certain noise-dependent threshold will
have almost no effect on the gain solutions.

Since a typical selfcal procedure begins by construct-
ing a sky model from a 1GC-calibrated image, down to a
certain flux threshold, the unmodelled source fraction will
tend to consist of multiple faint sources, and therefore will
follow Fig. 1b. The properties of the modelled source frac-
tion will, on the other hand, strongly depend on the spatial
distribution of flux across the field. Here, we can identify
two contrasting regimes. In a field dominated by a bright
source, most of the modelled flux will be concentrated in that
source, and the distribution of model visibilities will look
like Fig. 1a. We’ll call this the concentrated model regime.
In a field with no bright sources, model flux will be spread
between multiple fainter sources (we’ll call this a dispersed
model regime), and the visibility distribution will resemble
that of Fig. 1b.

We can define the effective SNR of the sky model in
terms of the visibilities, as

SNR = 10 log

( 〈V · V∗〉ν,t,pq
〈N′ · N′∗〉ν,t,pq

)
, (4.1)

where 〈〉ν,t,pq denotes averaging over frequency, time and
baseline, V represents the modelled visibilities, and N′ is the
effective noise, i.e. the sum of the unmodelled visibilities and
the noise. Clearly, SNR is a function of both the total model
flux, and the model concentration. For a maximally concen-
trated model consisting of a single source, V·V∗ will be equal
to the source flux squared. For a disperse model, 〈V ·V∗〉 will
contain contributions from many interfering fringes. A dis-
persed model with the same total flux will therefore have
much lower SNR. We can then ask whether model concen-
tration, as well as SNR, affects the degree of source suppres-
sion.

Conventional intuition for the workings of selfcal is
honed in the “classic regime” of high-SNR, concentrated
models, typically associated with targeted observations of
individual sources. With the advent of blind large-area sur-
veys, we are seeing more and more fields lacking a dominant
source: these need to be calibrated in a low-SNR, dispersed
model regime. Finally, direction-dependent calibration deals
with concentrated models almost by definition, but these
can be quite low SNR. The next section shows marked dif-
ferences in flux suppression across these regimes.

4.2 SNR, model concentration, and flux
suppression

In this section, we investigate how flux suppression of
direction-independent calibration behaves with varying ef-
fective SNR and model concentration. We determine under
which circumstances we can expect the robust solver to de-
liver an improvement over the traditional solver. To do this,
we simulate a series of observations containing point sources
and thermal noise. The point sources are split between a
fainter “unmodelled fraction” (i.e. assumed unknown for the
purposes of calibration), and a brighter known fraction (i.e.
included in the calibration sky model). We calibrate the
mock observations using the calibration sky model, and then
measure flux suppression at the position of the unmodelled
sources. More specifically:

(i) For the unmodelled source fraction, we generate a sky
model containing 100 random point sources as before, and
then rescale the fluxes so that their total flux comes to 1 Jy.
We call this the faint sky.

(ii) For the modelled fraction, we generate a variety of
calibration sky models corresponding to different model con-
centrations and effective SNR levels:

(ii-a) We fix the total flux in the calibration modelled frac-
tion at 1 Jy, and vary the number of sources from 1 to 50.
This corresponds to diluting the model and decreasing SNR
simultaneously.
(ii-b) Concentrated model, varying SNR: we use a mod-

elled fraction of one source, and scale its flux to achieve
different SNR levels.
(ii-c) Dispersed model, varying SNR: we use a modelled

fraction of 50 sources, and scale their fluxes to achieve dif-
ferent SNR levels.
(ii-d) Fixed SNR, varying concentration: we generate

models of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 sources. We scale the
fluxes of each model to achieve an effective SNR of 10 dB.

(iii) We combine the faint sky and the calibration sky
model for each experiment, and simulate visibilities corre-
sponding to the combined sky model using the MeerKAT
(Jonas & Team 2018) array layout. We simulate a single-
channel observation at 1 GHz, with a bandwidth of 1 MHz,
a total synthesis time of 2 hours, and an integration time of
10 seconds.

(iv) We add Gaussian noise with an rms of 10 mJy to the
simulated visibilities. This value is approximately 3 times
the expected rms using MeerkAT system equivalent flux den-
sity (SEFD) at frequencies around 1 GHz. This value will
be used in all simulations unless stated otherwise.

(v) We perform DI calibration on the data with all three
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Figure 1. (a): Histogram of simulated visibilities of a 1 Jy source at an offset position from the phase centre of the field. (b): Histogram

of simulated visibilities for 100 sources drawn from a realistic sky model. The red curve in each plot is the corresponding Gaussian
probability function computed using the mean and standard deviation of the visibilities. The mean, µ and standard deviation, Σ are

shown respectively on the figure titles.

solvers using only the calibration sky model to compute the
model visibilities. Since no gains are applied to the visibil-
ities during the simulation, we expect a perfect calibration
to return unity gain solutions.

(vi) We compute the residuals (by applying the gain so-
lutions to the model visibilities and subtracting them from
the data) and image these to get a residual image.

(vii) We deconvolve the resulting images using WS-
CLEAN (Offringa et al. 2014) in single scale mode with
natural weighting to try and recover the faint source dis-
tribution.

We are now in a position to to study the degree of flux sup-
pression of the unmodelled sources. Since our simulations
consist of point sources only, the recovered fluxes are esti-
mated by simply measuring the pixel values at the position
of the sources in the respective deconvolved images.

To quantify how a reduction in SNR affects source sup-
pression, we have to create a statistic to measure it with. For
this purpose we use the average suppression (AS), which is
defined as

AS =
1

Ns

Ns∑
i

|Ii − Îi |
Ii

, (4.2)

where Ns is the number of sources and Ii and Îi are the true
and recovered flux of the ith source respectively.

Figure 2 shows the AS as a function of SNR and model
diluteness, following scenarios (a) – (d) outlined above.
These plots reveal a number of very interesting trends:

• The robust solver (blue) curve always outperforms (in
the sense of reducing flux suppression) both the robust-
I (green curve) and standard solvers (red curve), in some
regimes by very a significant margin. The robust-I solver
outperforms the standard solver in almost all cases, but this
improvement is not always significant.
• For a concentrated model (Fig. 2b), flux suppression

increases with decreasing SNR. At high SNR (the “classical
regime” of selfcal), the performance of all solvers tends to

converge (Figs. 2a and 2b, right end of the plot), to a value
of slightly below 7%.6

• Flux suppression increases significantly (to over 25%!)
with model dispersion (Fig. 2d), at least with the standard
and robust-I solvers.
• For a highly dispersed model (Fig. 2c), flux suppression

with the standard and robust-I solvers is quite high, and
almost independent of SNR. The robust solver offers much
better performance in all but the lowest SNR regimes.
• There is an interesting downturn in flux suppression

at low SNR in Figs. 2a, 2c (left end of the plots). We can
only speculate as to its ultimate cause. Grobler et al. (2014)
showed that flux suppression comes about through a combi-
nation of ghost sources (see e.g. Eq. 35 therein), and that the
intensity of the ghost response has a complex relationship
to modelled/unmodelled flux ratios, even in the simplest,
two-source case studied in that work. Perhaps pertinently,
Fig. 15 ibid. shows a distinct downturn in the ghost response
towards low SNR (i.e. higher flux ratios in the figure). We
speculate that we are seeing the same mechanism at work
here. Furthermore, from continuity considerations it is ob-
vious that there must be a downturn in flux suppression at
very low SNR – after all, an empty calibration model cannot
suppress flux at all. Since calibration in such a low SNR sce-
nario is pointless, we won’t pursue this puzzle further here.

The crucial conclusion of this section is that, in princi-
ple, the robust solvers outperform the traditional complex
solver in all the cases we have considered (at least as far
as flux suppression is concerned). The actual degree of im-
provement is highly dependent on model concentration and
SNR. In the extreme regimes, the performance of the solvers
appears to converge, so a robust solver may not be worth
the extra computational cost. However, as we illustrate in
the next section, robust calibration is particularly impor-

6 Previous studies (Grobler et al. 2014; Nunhokee 2015) have

shown that flux suppression is highly dependent on array layout
and other factors, so the particular value of 7% is only significant

to this series of simulations.
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tant for DD calibration, where we are unlikely to operate in
a high-SNR regime.

4.3 Flux suppression in DD calibration

Section 4.2 shows that the robust solver significantly im-
proves calibration in a low SNR regime and with a concen-
trated model. This is expected to to be the case for DD cal-
ibration, since direction-dependent model components tend
to be both concentrated, and low in SNR. Consequently, in
this section, we extend the simulations in Section 4.2 to DD
calibration.

4.3.1 Simulation setup

We perform two simulations with a similar setup to Kazemi
& Yatawatta (2013), illustrating two characteristic regimes
of the solvers. The difference between the simulations is the
flux level of the sources relative to the thermal noise and the
flux level of the unmodelled sources. Henceforth we refer to
them as high-SNR and low-SNR.

The data were simulated using the same setup as before
i.e. MeerKAT array configuration with a single frequency
channel at 1 GHz with 1 MHz bandwidth, an integration
time of 10 seconds and total synthesis time of 2 hours. For
the high-SNR simulation, the noise added to the visibilities
has an rms of 10 mJy which results in an image noise rms of
6 µJy/beam using natural weighting. For the low-SNR simu-
lation, we add noise with an rms of 0.1 mJy (0.06 µJy/beam
image noise rms).

For both simulations, we generate sky models contain-
ing 100 sources with the positions and fluxes generated as
before. In the high-SNR simulation, we scale the fluxes of
the sources such that the brightest source has a flux of 20
Jy, while for the low-SNR simulation, we scale the fluxes so
that the brightest source has a flux of 0.05 Jy. We choose
a peak flux of 20 Jy for the high-SNR regime in order to
replicate one of the setups in Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013)
where the modelled sources are very bright (i.e.> 5 Jy) and
the unmodelled sources are also relatively bright (reaching
values even up 3 or 4 Jy). This simulation is similar to the
high-SNR end of Fig. 2b. In the low-SNR simulation, we
seek to investigate a different regime where fluxes of model
sources are very low and comparable to the faint sky. Here
we expect a scenario similar to the low SNR part of Fig. 2b.

We assume that the 10 brightest sources are included in
the calibration model, and the remaining 90 are unmodelled.
We corrupt the 10 brightest sources with DD gains (tech-
nically, such gains will affect all sources and not just the
brightest ones, but for reasons of computational economy, we
restrict DD gains to the modelled sources) and add Gaussian
noise to the corrupted visibilities. We apply smoothly vary-
ing DD gains generated from a circularly symmetric Gaus-
sian process7

7 A Gaussian Process (GP) (see Rasmussen & Williams (2006))
is a Gaussian distribution over functions. The complex gains’ re-

alisations have a constant mean function 1 + 0j, thus constraining
the gains to mean amplitudes 1 and phases 0. The squared expo-
nential covariance function, k, is used to control the smoothness
and variability of the gain. It is defined for two adjacent points x

4.3.2 Results

We perform DD-calibration on the corrupted visibilities,
with only the 10 brightest sources modelled, using a solution
interval of 150 s. Calibration is performed using the complex,
robust and robust-I solvers. As in the previous simulation,
after calibration, we produce residual images to study the
suppression in the fluxes of the unmodelled sources.

We show the results of the high-SNR simulations in Fig-
ure 3. Figure 3a shows the recovered flux against the in-
put flux for the different algorithms. We observe that both
the robust solvers out-perform the complex solver with the
robust-I solver producing marginally better results than the
robust solver. We show the difference map, i.e. the image
recovered by the robust-I solver, minus the image recovered
by the complex solver in Figure 3b. The difference image has
numerous bright, positive peaks corresponding to the addi-
tional flux recovered by the robust-I solver. The low-SNR
simulation, by contrast, shows the robust solver produces
the best results (see Figure 4). The difference maps in Figure
4b further emphasise this. We also note the negative peaks
which occur at the positions of the modelled sources in both
Figure 3b and Figure 4b. These peaks imply that the com-
plex solver residuals contain more flux at the model source
positions. Since the modelled sources (with DD-gains ap-
plied) have been subtracted from the residual maps, this, in
turn, implies that, in the presence of unmodelled sources, the
complex solver tends to underestimate the modelled sources
to a greater extent than the robust solvers.

The reason why the robust-I solver performs well in the
high-SNR simulation compared to the low-SNR simulation
is that for the high-SNR simulation, the covariance of the
residuals is higher than I. Hence, in this simulation, visi-
bilities are adequately weighted. However, for the low-SNR
simulation, the variance is under-estimated (residual covari-
ance is smaller than I) effectively assigning equal weights to
all visibilities and hence results in a similar performance as
the complex solver.

4.3.3 Solution intervals

One of the most critical decisions during calibration is the
choice of solution intervals. Solution intervals are generally
employed to improve the SNR and to make the system of
equations over determined. Ideally, solution intervals are
chosen such that they are shorter than the time and fre-
quency scales of the gains’ variability, but long enough to
provide significant SNR. For differential gains (or DD cali-
bration), longer solution intervals are thus necessary (since
the SNR in per-direction models is lower); somewhat for-
tuitously, physical intuition suggests that in most regimes,
the DD component of the gain (e.g. primary beam rotation)
should vary slower in frequency and time relative to the DI

and x′ as

k(x, x′) = σ2
f exp

(x − x′)2

2l2
, (4.3)

where the hyperparameters of the covariance function, σf and l

stand for the standard deviation of the GP and the length scale

(i.e. the input length for the GP to vary considerably) respec-
tively. We set the value of l to 300 (i.e. 30 units of the integration

time), and σf to 0.1.
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(a) Varying SNR and number of model sources
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(b) 1 source model
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(d) Fixed SNR and varying number of model sources

Figure 2. The average flux suppression for all the sources in different simulations against the SNR of the data or the number of sources
in the model. The red curve is for the complex solver, the blue curve is for the robust solver, and the green curve is the robust-I solver.
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Figure 3. (a): Recovered flux against input flux for the high-SNR simulation. (b): Difference map between the corrected residuals of the
robust-I solver and the complex solver.

component (e.g. atmospheric phase). In order to investigate
the effects of solution intervals on gain solutions, we repeat
the experiments above while varying the solution intervals.

The average suppression (AS) as a function of solution
interval is shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. The figures show that as

the solution interval increases, flux suppression goes down,
which is consistent with the results of Nunhokee (2015). At
sufficiently large time intervals, all three solvers eventually
reach an asymptotic level of flux suppression.

This clearly illustrates the benefits of a robust solver (at
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Figure 4. (a): Recovered flux against input flux for the low-SNR simulation. (b): Difference map between the corrected residuals of the

robust solver and the complex solver.

least in the sense of lower flux suppression) only kick in in
specific regimes. In particular, in the low-SNR regime, if the
gains are sufficiently stable for long solution intervals to give
acceptable results, the (computationally cheaper) complex
solver produces almost equivalent results to the [more ex-
pensive] robust solvers. With shorter solution intervals, the
robust solvers tend to produce markedly lower flux suppres-
sion. We note that gain (in)stability is not the only reason to
choose shorter solution intervals: there may also be purely
operational reasons. In particular, the amount of data pro-
duced by new arrays such as MeerKAT (and the future SKA
will push this up by orders of magnitude) drives a require-
ment for data parallelism, while at the same time increasing
the memory footprint of existing algorithms. This implies
that the data needs to be processed in smaller chunks, thus
constraining the size of a practical solution interval for this
class of algorithms, and potentially opening a precious niche
for robust solvers.8

5 ROBUST SOLVERS AND RFI MITIGATION

The robust solver works by iteratively recomputing weights
based on how far our modelled visibilities are from the ob-
served visibilities. During calibration, the robust solver will
tend to suppress the effect of remaining outliers in data
such as those caused by low-level RFI, which is particu-
larly difficult to remove using conventional data flagging.
This is conceptually similar to the approach of Bonnassieux
et al. (2018), where uncertainties from calibration solutions
are used as weights during imaging to reduce the effects of
outliers. Note that here, however, the weights from the ro-
bust solver cannot be used for imaging as these will tend
to suppress the unmodelled sources. We demonstrate this

8 For completeness, we should note other approaches to the small-

chunk problem, such as consensus optimisation (Yatawatta 2015),
filtering (Tasse 2014b) and recently stochastic LBFGS (Yatawatta

et al. 2019).

behaviour in a simulation, and then on real observational
data.

The dataset in question is a 1.2 hours 2013 VLA obser-
vation of the VIDEO deep field (J2000, RA=02h11m21.09s,
Dec=−04d11m13.5s). VIDEO was deliberately chosen as a
field relatively free from bright sources (so as to minimise
the level of deconvolution and DDE-related artefacts), with
the brightest object in the field being only ≈ 0.02 Jy. This
particular observation covers a frequency range of 0.9–2.6
GHz, with 16 spectral windows each having 64 channels. The
integration time on average is 9 seconds. It employs 28 VLA
antennas, with a maximum baseline of 36.4 km. For this ex-
periment, we first transform the measurement set to have a
single spectral window by combining all spectral windows.
We obtained the data after initial flagging and 1GC cali-
bration using the CASA software (see Heywood et al. (sub-
mitted) for more details). We then image the 1GC-corrected
data, and extract a component-based sky model using the
PyBDSF package (Mohan & Rafferty 2015). This sky model
is used as a basis for the simulations in this section.

Before testing our solvers on real data, we first discuss
the qualitative effects of unflagged RFI on data processing,
and present some simulations to illustrate our predictions.
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the discussion and our
simulations to stationary terrestrial RFI sources; we note,
however, that other types of RFI (e.g. self-RFI, aircraft and
satellite RFI) also manifest themselves as outliers in the data
(see Offringa et al. (2015) for a few examples).

5.1 Simulating low-level RFI

Let’s consider a single narrow-band (and, possibly, on/off
or time-variable) RFI source. Stationary (terrestrial) RFI
sources are fixed with respect to the baselines, and therefore
have a nominal fringe rate of zero. Radiation from a station-
ary RFI source is (as far as the interferometer is concerned,
in a given timeslot and frequency channel, and assuming
the receiver chain is not saturated by the RFI signal) in-
distinguishable from a real source at either celestial pole,
modulo the primary beam gains, modulo a constant phase
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Figure 5. The average flux suppression (AS) across all sources in the simulation. (a): High-SNR regime (b): Low-SNR regime.

offset. Delay tracking in the correlator, being more rapid for
longer baselines, consequently imposes a higher fringe rate
for such sources on longer baselines, which attenuates the
RFI response on longer baselines due to time and bandwidth
averaging.

If we consider only the imaging problem, the net effect
of an (unflagged) RFI source is then very similar to that of
a bright source at a celestial pole. Images of the target field
will be contaminated by structure that is modulated by the
PSF sidelobes of a polar source. For low-level RFI, and a field
sufficiently far from a pole, these can be ignored, or even lost
in the noise. This is especially true in the case of continuum
imaging. One can think of it in terms of RFI occupancy : a
narrow-band, on/off source contributes to relatively few of
the visibilities that go into a Fourier transform (i.e. has low
occupancy), therefore its effect on the image is diluted.

The effect on calibration can be far more insidious,
particularly if short time/frequency intervals are employed.
Within a particular short time/frequency interval, an RFI
source can happen to have high occupancy, thus significantly
biasing the gain solutions for that interval. In the worst case,
the gain solutions are biased low, and applying their inverse
then “blows up” some of the corrected visibilities. Let’s con-
sider the following RIME model as an example

Vpq = GpCpqGH
q + εpq + ηpq, (5.1)

where Vpq denotes the corrupted visibilities, Gp represents
the gains for antenna p, Cpq is the sky coherency, εpq and
ηpq are the noise and RFI corruptions respectively. The cor-
rected data after calibration, Vc

pq is obtained by applying

the inverse of the estimated gains, Ĝ to the data as follows

Vc
pq = Ĝ−1

p VpqĜ−Hq , (5.2)

= Ĝ−1
p

(
GpCpqGH

q + εpq + ηpq
)

Ĝ−Hq . (5.3)

Consequently, if the gains of antenna p, for example, are
biased low by RFI, the application of their inverses not
only amplifies the RFI but also the noise. Since the noise
is present on all baselines containing antenna p, the ampli-
fied noise now has a high occupancy, and results in strong
imaging artefacts.

We now perform a simulation in order to illustrate these
arguments. We replicate the VIDEO observation by using

the MeqTrees package (Noordam & Smirnov 2010) to sim-
ulate the visibilities corresponding to the sky model for the
VIDEO deep field derived above. We then inject a mock low-
level RFI source into the data by simulating a 3.5 Jy point
source at the South Celestial Pole9. We simulate the visibil-
ities corresponding to the RFI source separately, again us-
ing MeqTrees, with time and bandwidth smearing enabled,
which effectively attenuates power on the longer baselines,
as would be expected for a real RFI source. In order to repli-
cate the narrow-band and on-off behaviour of RFI, we inject
the simulated RFI visibilities into the simulated sky data
at a randomly sampled subset of timeslots and frequency
channels. We also add thermal noise at a level of 0.16 Jy
(which corresponds to the rms estimated from the real data
measurement set). We do not add any other effects to the
simulation, as the objective of the experiment is to study
the impact of the RFI in isolation.

Having simulated our mock-RFI-contaminated data, we
perform full amplitude and phase DI calibration on the data
with both the complex and the robust solver using a time in-
terval of 9 seconds and a frequency interval 128 MHz. Figure
6 shows maps of a field-centre patch of the simulated data,
as well as the corrected data obtained after calibration with
both solvers. In Figure 6a, the RFI source manifests itself
as faint linear structure in the background. In Figure 6b,
some gain solutions from the complex solver have been bi-
ased by RFI, as predicted by the discussion above, resulting
in significant image degradation. By contrast, with the ro-
bust solver (Fig. 6c), no such contamination occurs, as the
robust solver effectively excludes the RFI-affected visibilities
via its weighting scheme.

5.2 Application to real data

Having demonstrated the success of the robust solver on
simulated data we now attempt to calibrate the real VIDEO
data set. This data set is an excellent test case because it is
a deep field with low SNR and the data is contaminated by

9 The flux value was deliberately chosen to illustrate the effects
above. Note that our simulation does not include primary beam

attenuation, so the quoted brightness of the RFI source is unat-

tenuated.
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Figure 6. Images of a patch at the centre of the field for simulated RFI-corrupted data, and corrected data after calibration with both
solvers. (a) RFI-corrupted data, (b) after calibration using the complex solver with a time interval of 9 secs, (c) after calibration using

the robust solver with the same time interval. RFI-induced artefacts are clearly visible in case (b).
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Figure 7. A waterfall plot of the visibilities for the VIDEO ob-

servation before self-calibration, averaged across all baselines and
correlations. This is an image of a chunk of data containing 128

frequency channels. The gains plotted in Figure 9 correspond to

the same data chunk. The purples stripes correspond to previ-
ously flagged data, and the bright spots correspond to low-level

RFI.

low-level RFI which is difficult to remove using conventional
flagging. Figure 7 is a waterfall plot of the average visibili-
ties. The bright spots are the visibilities which are corrupted
by the low-level RFI. Since the data was already bandpass
calibrated during 1GC, we perform self-calibration with so-
lution intervals of 9 sec and 7.5 min, using both the robust
and the complex solver.

Images of the 1GC-corrected and post-2GC data are
shown in Figure 8. The strong artefacts present in Figure 8a,
which are not visible in the simulated data (see Figure 6a),
are caused by the primary beam: as the earth rotates dur-
ing an observation, the sources move through the beam and
produce these artefacts. Figure 8b and 8c show that the ro-
bust solver removes the artefacts in the data (see Figure 8a),
whereas the solutions from the complex solver are similar to
the predictions of the RFI simulation. On the other hand, at
a time interval of 7.5 mins, both solvers produce good results
and the artefacts are effectively removed. A look at the gain
plots in Figure 9 provides additional insight. At a time inter-
val of 9 secs, the RFI occupancy in some of the time intervals

is rather high, leading to biased gain solutions derived from
the complex solver. These biased solutions propagate errors
into the corrected visibilities, resulting in strong imaging
artefacts. The robust solver does not suffer from this effect
because very low weights are applied to these visibilities,
thus effectively flagging them during the computation of the
gains. We observe more noise in Figure 8c: at low SNR, if
short time/frequency intervals are used for calibration, the
solver fits noise instead of signal and this may result in an
increase in the noise level of the corrected data. We leave the
investigation of this subtle trade-off between solution inter-
val width and SNR for future research. Note that as the
solution interval increases, the performance of both solvers
converges. The RFI contribution is averaged out by the long
time interval, so the complex solver is able to perform ade-
quately, as shown by the output gains plot (Fig. 9).

Finally, we conclude by presenting Fig. 8f which shows
a (log scale) plot of the source counts extracted from the
different images. Figure 8f gives us an insight into how such
low-level RFI could affect our science. In particular, we don’t
detect any sources in the calibrated image when we use the
complex solver with a time interval of 9 secs. Therefore, low-
level RFI needs to be handled properly during calibration,
even when it is not immediately obvious in the image do-
main. This final point is particularly relevant for mJy and
µJy science targets.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Accurate, efficient and fast data processing will be essen-
tial for the new generation of radio telescopes such as
the MeerKAT and the upcoming Square Kilometre Array
(SKA). In this paper, we describe how to mitigate the effects
of unmodelled sources and RFI during calibration. Leverag-
ing recent advancements in the field of complex optimisa-
tion, we implement a robust calibration algorithm based on
a CST, inspired by Kazemi & Yatawatta (2013). The code
for the newly implemented robust solver is publicly available,
and has been integrated into the recently released CubiCal
package (Kenyon et al. 2018).

We apply this solver to both simulated and real
data sets and obtain significant improvements in calibra-
tion scenarios involving incomplete sky models and RFI-
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(b) Complex solver, 9 sec intervals
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(c) Robust solver, 9 sec intervals
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(d) Complex solver, 7.5 min intervals
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(e) Robust solver, 7.5 min intervals
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Figure 8. An image of the centre of the VIDEO field before and after calibration with different solution intervals: (a) before self-
calibration; (b) after calibration using the complex solver with a time interval of 9 secs. The image gets worse because RFI contaminates
some gain solutions; (c) after calibration using the robust solver with a time of interval 9 secs. Most artefacts from the uncalibrated

image are gone, but the noise level is increased due to the low SNR of the solutions; (d) after calibration using the complex solver with
a time interval of 7.5 mins. The RFI-induced artefacts are gone because they have been averaged out by the long solution interval;

(e) after calibration using the robust solver with a time interval of 7.5 mins. (f) Source counts, showing no detections for the complex
solver-calibrated image with a time interval of 9 secs.
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(a) complex gains time-int = 9 secs
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(b) robust gains time-int = 9 secs
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(c) complex gains time-int = 7.5 mins
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Figure 9. The amplitudes of the estimated gains for both solvers with time intervals 9 secs and 7.5 mins. For the complex solver (a)

we can see various peaks which are absent for the robust solver (b). These peaks appear exactly at the times where RFI dominates the
visibilities (see Figure 7). The robust solver highly attenuates these peaks as a result of the weighting. (c) and (d) show that, with a

large time interval of 7.5 mins, the peaks are average out for the complex solver.

contaminated data. Statistical analysis of RI visibilities
shows that unmodelled point sources do not change the un-
derlying distribution of residual visibilities from Gaussian to
a Student’s t but do increase the perceived variance of the
residuals, thereby reducing the SNR during calibration. The
robust solver, which employs an iterative weighting scheme,
mitigates this effect during calibration by assigning small
weights to visibilities with residuals far away from the esti-
mated data covariance. The weighting improves the calibra-
tion solutions and reduces the amount of flux suppressed as
a result of the unmodelled sources.

The same concept applies when calibrating data con-
taining low-level unflagged RFI. The robust solver mitigates
RFI-contaminated visibilities by assigning them smaller
weights, hence preventing the calibration solutions from
blowing up and propagating the RFI into the corrected vis-
ibilities. For both the incomplete sky models and RFI sce-
narios, we also observe that using long solution intervals can
also mitigate this effect.

As far as future work is concerned, it will be particu-
larly interesting to see how the robust solver performs on ex-
tended sources and diffuse emission, since the visibility con-
tribution of these is restricted to shorter baselines. Proper
benchmarking needs to performed in order to identify the
optimal settings for the robust solver, and the different con-
ditions under which it improves calibration. The fact that

the robust-I solver works remarkably well in the high SNR
simulation (where the true covariance of the residuals is
much higher than I) suggests that scaling down the covari-
ance could improve results of the robust solver. We intend
to investigate this in a future work. The algorithm we im-
plemented uses a non Gaussian likelihood function, but is
entirely independent of the RIME model thus extending it
to other CubiCal solvers should be a straightforward pro-
cess.

The flux suppression results (particularly, those in Fig-
ure 2) show some surprising trends. The strong link between
model concentration and flux suppression has not, to our
knowledge, been appreciated before. Why do we observe
markedly more flux suppression with the traditional solver
when calibrating with a highly dispersed sky model? An-
swering this question necessitates revisiting and extending
the calibration artefact studies of Grobler et al. (2014) and
Wijnholds et al. (2016).
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APPENDIX A: EXPECTATION
MAXIMISATION FOR NON-LINEAR MODELS
WITH PROPER CST NOISE

Suppose we have a measurement model given by

y = f (x)+ε, where y ∈ CD, x ∈ CM, ε ∼ CST(y |µ = f (x),Λ, v)
(A1)

where f : CM → CD is some non-linear function and we
want to find the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of x
given a set of data Y . The ML solution requires solving for
the parameters x as well as the parameters defining the CST
distribution i.e. v and Λ. We will denote these as a single pa-
rameter vector, θ. Unfortunately, the CST is not part of the
exponential family and the log-likelihood is generally clumsy
to work with. We will now illustrate how the ML solution can
be obtained using an iteratively reweighted complex NLLS
algorithm.

From Section 3, it is clear that we can view the distri-
bution of each data point yi as an infinite mixture of proper
complex normal distributions with variance drawn from a
Gamma distribution i.e.

P(yi |θ) =
∫∞

0
CN

(
yi |µi = f (x), (τiΛ)−1

)
Gam(τi |v, v)dτi,

(A2)
where we have left the dependence of f implicit for nota-
tional simplicity. In this case, assuming conditional inde-
pendence of the data, the likelihood given N data points is
simply

P(Y |θ) =
N∏
i=1

P(yi |θ),

P(Y |θ) =
∫

dZ
N∏
i=1

CN
(
yi |µi, (τiΛ)−1

)
Gam(τi |v, v) (A3)

where we have denoted Z = [τ1, τ2, · · · , τN ]T as the set
of latent variables corresponding to the scale parameter
for each data point and used the fact that all the τi are
independent to exchange the order of the product and the
integral.

The form (A3) can now be solved using using the expec-
tation maximisation (EM) algorithm. For notational conve-
nience we denote the joint density (i.e. the integrand of (A3))
by P(Y, Z |θ). The key idea behind EM is to identify latent
variables Z, governed by a distribution q(Z) for example, for
which the joint density P(Y, Z |θ) is easier to evaluate than
the marginal in (A3). The trick is then to decompose the log
of the marginal density into two functionals viz.

log P(Y |θ) =
∫

dZq(Z) log
(

P(Y, Z |θ)
q(Z)

)
−

∫
dZq(Z) log

(
P(Z |Y, θ)

q(Z)

)
,

(A4)

= L(q(Z), θ) + KL (q(Z)‖P(Z |Y, θ)) . (A5)
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Noting that the last term is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
which satisfies KL (q(Z)‖P(Z |Y, θ)) ≥ 0 with equality holding
iff q(z) = P(Z |Y, θ), we see that L(q(Z), x) is a lower bound
on log P(Y |θ). This implies that the optimal choice for q(z) is
the true posterior distribution P(Z |Y, θ) at the ML solution
of θ since then L(q(Z), θ) = log P(Y |θ). However, since we do
not have this solution, we adopt an iterative procedure which
involves setting q(z) = P(Z |Y, θk ) at each step k. Substituting
into the expression for L(q(Z), θ) gives

L(q(Z), θ) =
∫

dZP(Z |Y, θk ) log P(Y, Z |θ) (A6)

−
∫

dZP(Z |Y, θk ) log P(Y, Z |θk ),

=
∫

dZP(Z |Y, θk ) log P(Y, Z |θ) + const.. (A7)

Thus we see that to maximise L(q(Z), θ) at θk we need to
compute the expectation value of log P(Y, Z |θ) with respect
to the posterior distribution P(Z |Y, θk ). This is known as the
E-step and it defines a function which we can subsequently
maximise viz.

Q(θ, θk ) = EP(Z |Y,θk ) [P(Y, Z |θ)] . (A8)

To solve the ML problem, we now need to solve each of the
following problems in order

∇xQ = 0, ∇ΛQ = 0, and ∇vQ = 0. (A9)

This is known as the M-step and we can iterate between
the M-step and the E-step until convergence.

The required joint density (also known as the complete
likelihood function) for all N observations Y is given by the
integrand of (A3) i.e.

P(Y, Z |θ) =
N∏
i=1

CN
(
yi |µi(x), (τiΛ)−1

)
Gam(τi |v, v). (A10)

The complete log-likelihood function is therefore given by

log P(Y, Z |θ) ∝
N∑
i=1

D log τi + N log|Λ|−
N∑
i=1

τi∆2
i (x,Λ)

+ Nv log(v) + (v − 1)
N∑
i=1

log(τi) − N log(Γ(v))

− v
N∑
i=1

τi, (A11)

Next, we need to compute the expectation value of
log P(Y, Z |θ) w.r.t. P(Z |Y, θk ). Using the product rule of prob-
ability, we see that

P(Z |Y, θk ) =
P(Z,Y |θk )

P(Y |θk )
∝ P(Z,Y |θk ), (A12)

where we have used the fact that all terms independent of
Z are irrelevant when computing the expectation values in
(A8). We can therefore evaluate the conditional density up

to a normalisation constant as

P(Z |Y, θk ) ∝
N∏
i=1

CN
(
yi |µi(xk ), (τiΛk )−1

)
Gam(τi |vk, vk ),

(A13)

∝
N∏
i=1

τ
D+vk−1
i

exp
(
−τi(vk + ∆2

k )
)
, (A14)

∝
N∏
i=1

Gam(τi |vk + D, vk + ∆2
k ), (A15)

where we have obtained the parameters of the Gamma dis-
tribution by inspection. This is actually very convenient be-
cause the terms for which we need expectation values in (A8)
(i.e. 1, τi and log(τi)) can all be obtained analytically using
the well known properties of the Gamma distribution. They
are10

E[1] = 1, (A16)

E[τi] =
vk + D

vk + ∆2(xk,Λk )
, (A17)

E[log(τi)] = ψ(vk + D) − log(vk + ∆2(xk,Λk )). (A18)

This implies that (A8) can be written as

Q(θ, θk ) = D
∑
i

E[log(τi)] + N log|Λ|+
∑
i

∆2
i (x,Λ)E[τi]

+ Nv log(v) + (v − 1)
N∑
i=1
E[log(τi)] − N log(Γ(v))

− v
N∑
i=1
E[τi]. (A19)

Note that the dependence on θk is implicit in the expressions
for the expectation values. To solve the ML problem, we first
need to solve

∇xQ = 0. (A20)

Since the dependence on x is confined to the ∆2 term, this
amounts to solving

x̂ = argmin
x

∑
i

(yi − f (x))HΛ(yi − f (x))E[τi]. (A21)

This is just a weighted NLLS problem. However, note that,
the objective function is a real valued function of complex
variables which is not holomorphic for all choices of f . Thus
we require the machinery of Wirtinger calculus to tackle it.
With this solution in hand, the next step is to solve

∇ΛQ = 0. (A22)

It is not a fact that Λ is diagonal; we assume this to reduce
the computational cost of this step. As it stands, the Her-
mitian symmetry of Λ implies that the diagonal part has to
be real valued and we can proceed as normal. The solution
is available in closed form and is given by

Λ̂ =

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

(yi − f (x̂)(yi − f (x̂)HE[τi]

)−1

. (A23)

10 Note specifically that the expression for E[log(τi )] differs from

the real valued case.
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Finally, we need to update the value of v by solving

∇vQ = 0 = N log(v) + N +
N∑
i=1
E[log(τi)] − Nψ(v) −

N∑
i=1
E[τi].

(A24)
This last expression needs to be solved numerically using a
root finding algorithm if v is continuous or using grid search
if v is assumed to be an integer. Once θ̂ has been obtained we
can re-evaluate the expectation values (A17) and (A18) (E-
step) and perform another M-step. This process is iterated
until convergence and we therefore refer to it as an iteratively
reweighted complex NLLS algorithm.

Radio interferometric gain calibration

Let d = [dpq] and v = [vpq] respectively represent the vec-
torised observed and modelled visibilities. Using Equation
(A17), with D replaced by the number of correlations, nc ,
the weights are given by

wpq =
v + nc

v + (dpq − vpq)HΣ−1(dpq − vpq)
, (A25)

where Σ = Λ̂−1. If Σ is assumed to be I (identity matrix of
appropriate shape), the weights become

wpq =
v + nc

v + |dpq − vpq |2
. (A26)

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by

the author.
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